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The Oscars are back! After a few
years where the relevance of
Hollywood’s glamorous award
was being questioned and TV
ratings slipped, a new production
team, new host, and new stage
put the show right back on track.
The new production team of Bill
Condon and Laurence Mark
created a revitalized feel and
renewed look to the ceremony,
which resulted in an increase in
viewer interest with 13%
compared to last year’s show.
The new producers really came
through on their promise to
reinvent the Awards and created something fresh in place of an event that had been seen as stale,
overlong and even irrelevant in the era of Twitter, texting and widespread Internet blogs. Instead,
we saw an energetic, warmhearted, and glamorous night that displayed a lot of flash and
excitement. Out of the ordinary! In my book, this is the ticket into the new world as old patters
and rigid ideas are collapsing under their own weight in front of our very eyes.
The new host, a song and dance man, Hugh Jackman, opened the broadcast with a musical
routine that made reference to current economic times, but moved on to show business, with the
added spontaneity of pulling Anne Hathaway onstage from a front row seat to join him in a
duet. In the old, rules-governed, ‘we-cannot-do-that’ approach this would have been impossible,
and even considered ‘inappropriate.’ God bless Bill Condon and Laurence Mark for being
different! Framing the stage, overhead hung a shimmering curtain of Swarovski crystals, inspired
by the old Coconut Grove where the first Oscars was held thus bringing class back. When you put
class and bohemian together the result is magic! We could use more of that in the world of
publishing and entertainment. After all, Hollywood is where rockets are firing out with messages
into the world shaping and molding it.
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Other changes in the presentation included a lowered stage, placing the orchestra up from the pit,
and moving the front rows closer. Hugh Jackman got rave reviews from the audience, and the
overall production values were specifically saluted by Slum Dog Millionaire’s Danny Boyle
during his acceptance speech for Best Director.
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Red carpet glamour started with a dazzling array of couture. Some consensus stunners were
Anne Hathaway, the Rachel Getting Married nominee who brought old-fashioned glamour to the
carpet in a paillette-laden Armani Privé design gown. Tina Fey rejected her customary black in
favor of a plunging platinum Zac Posen gown. Ever-glamorous Penélope Cruz, a Best Supporting
Actress nominee for Vicky Cristina Barcelona, cloaked her stunning beauty in a vintage Balmain
gown that she claimed she bought years ago spontaneously for a special event. Taraji P. Henson,
nominated for supporting actress in Benjamin Button, was regal in Roberto Cavalli tiers set off
with a necklace that was among the night’s most stunning.
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Hollywood’s reining couple Brad and Angelina looked glamorous as always, with Angelina’s eggsized emerald earrings creating a buzz for the Best Actress nominee.
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